On-Mountain Summer Driving Requirements
1. Access must be arranged and approved prior through Mountain Operations.
2. High clearance four-wheel drive vehicles are required to access most locations in the summer.
Use four-wheel drive whenever you are on dirt. June Mountain Ski Area must be accessed by
four-wheel drive vehicles exclusively. All wheel drive vehicles are not permitted on dirt roads
at June Mountain. The use of the low range 4x4 when ascending and descending all roads on
June Mountain is required.
3. Speed limit of 25 mph is mandatory on all on-mountain roads, however the safe speed of
travel will generally be less than 25 mph. Reduce speed in congested areas, bike x-ings, blind
curves and sharp breakovers. Keep speed down to prevent excessive dust clouds.
4. Slow at bike trail crossings and watch for bike riders.
5. Road to top of mountain (Kamikaze) is closed to vehicle traffic daily from 8:30am-5:30pm. If
vehicle access is required during that time, you must check in with Mountain Operations
760.934.2571 ext. 3250 or 545 on radio channel 2A to obtain permission. If Mountain
Operations is not available, a Bike Park Manager or designee needs to be contacted on
channel 2A.
6. The Burma Road from the top of Chair 16 to McCoy Station is closed to uphill traffic from 8:30
am to 5:30 pm. Once Skid Marks opens, the Burma Road from McCoy to the top of Chair 10
will also be closed to uphill traffic from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm. Access to these areas can be
made using alternate routes. On these roads a vehicle can use the Chair 9 road to the saddle
but must then control bike traffic to allow uphill access.
7. Stay on designated roads and please use 4wd-All on all mountain roads to reduce road
damage. Outside contractors need to be notified that 4wd-All is recommended on many
roads.
8. Between 6 pm and 7am, all mountain roads are closed to all unauthorized vehicles. Prior
arrangements must be made through Mountain Operations. Mountain Operations should be
contacted a minimum of 72 hours prior to access. 760.934.2571 ext. 3250.
9. All vehicles, other than company vehicles, must have a valid road permit displayed in the
windshield. Failure to follow policies will result in revocation of permit. Mountain Operations
will issue Access Permit.
10. All contractors must check in and out with Mountain Operations prior to moving vehicles or
equipment on the mountain. 760.934.2571 ext. 3250.
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